Restaurants & Better Communication

Trying to keep up with conversations in noisy restaurants can diminish the fun. Try these tips to increase everyone's enjoyment.

- When making a reservation, request a table in a corner, away from the kitchen or entrance and seek out good lighting

- Keep your party on the small side, if possible or if a large group, request a private room

- Consider going at a less busy time or find a quiet spot at www.soundprint.co/quiet-lists

- Request lowering volume or turning off the music or large TV screens

- Encourage everyone to speak one at a time and one topic at a time.

- Try speech to text apps to transcribe the conversation in real-time such as Otter, Ava and Google Live Transcribe (Android only)

Looking for support or have a question? Reach out to CHC at 917-305-7700 or info@chchearing.org.